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Message from the President
We at the Beer Store are pleased to welcome you to this year’s 
Responsible Stewardship Report.

This past year has certainly been an exciting year for us! From 
the expansion of new brewers and brands in our stores, to 
welcoming additional Ontario Brewers to our ownership group, 
we have definitely kept busy.  In addition to these operational 
changes, our employees have continued to very successfully 
operate our award winning environmental stewardship 
program and facilitate the reuse and recycling of beer and 
alcohol containers across the province.
One of our core values, and something that our teams are 
passionate about, is our commitment to environmental 
leadership. Brewers have been running the deposit-return 
program for nearly 90 years here in Ontario and it’s still 
running strong. I always like to point out that The Beer Store 
was green before was green was cool!

We continue to encourage all Ontarians to “Be Green” and 
return all empty beverage alcohol containers to the Beer 
Store. This simple action helps us to ensure that refillable 
beer bottles can be reused, raise millions of dollars for 
various community groups through annual bottle drives and 
recycle any other containers and their packaging into higher 
order items like plastic decking and new glass bottles.

The success of the Beer Store’s reuse and recycling program is 
due to the thoughtful care Ontarians take with regard to the 
environment and of course the hard work of the Beer Store 
employees who ensure that we continue to be environmental 
leaders.

I hope you enjoy this year’s Responsible Stewardship report 
and encourage you to seek out your own ways of “Being 
Green”.

 
Ted Moroz
President
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Beer Store
Containers

Ontario Deposit Return 
Program (ODRP) Containers

Containers Collected 1,612,845,659 341,800,937

Tonnes Diverted from Landfill 283,567 112,574

Recovery Rate (%) 90.1% 79.4%

Glass Bottle Re-Use by Brewers (Tonnes) 200,058

Coloured Glass Recycled Into New Products (Tonnes) 33,286 68,899

Clear Glass Recycled Into New Clear Glass Bottles (Tonnes) 16,758 41,329

Aluminum Cans Recycled into New Aluminum (Tonnes) 9,920 1,288

Corrugated Cardboard & Boxboard Recycled into New Paper 
Products (Tonnes) 22,348

PET Products Recycled into Plastic Lumber & Other Plastic 
Products (Tonnes) 1,058

SUMMARY RESULTS

447: Beer Store Locations

151: On-site Brewery Stores (beer containers only)

212: Beer Store Retail Partner Stores & LCBO 
Northern Agency Stores

4: LCBO Stores

116: Beer Store Contracted Empty Bottle Dealers

930: TOTAL Beverage Alcohol Container Redemption 
Locations

452: Beer Store locations (includes 5 Beer Store 
locations that do not accept empty returns) 

151: On-site Brewery Stores (beer containers 
only)

212: Beer Store Retail Partner Stores & LCBO 
Northern Agency Stores

654: LCBO Stores*

60: Grocery stores

63: LCBO Northern Agency Stores

507: Ontario Winery Retail Stores*

20: Ontario Distillery Retail Stores*

19,851: Licensed Establishments (bars and 
restaurants)

21,970: TOTAL Beverage Alcohol Sales Locations

REDEMPTION LOCATIONSSALE LOCATIONS

ONTARIO DEPOSIT RETURN PROGRAM (ODRP) 
CONTAINERS RETURN RATE

BEER STORE SYSTEM CONTAINERS
RETURN RATE

as of April 30th, 2016.as of April 30th, 2016.   
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5 *Figures as of May 11thst, 2016.

THERE ARE 930 LOCATIONS 
ACROSS ONTARIO WHERE 
EMPTIES ARE RETURNED FOR A 
DEPOSIT REFUND.
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Any time you enter one of our stores, you will 
see that we really are “Green”.  Environmental 
stewardship is something that we are proud 
to live each and every day as we continue to 
operate one of the most successful container 
recovery programs in the world. The Beer Store 
has managed a deposit-return system since The 
Beer Store was established in 1927 (that’s nearly 
90 years ago and happens to be the year that 
Prohibition ended in the province of Ontario). 
Today, refundable deposits of 10 and 20 cents, 
on beer bottles under 630ml and over 630ml 
respectively and on beer cans under 1L and over 
1L respectively, provide an economic incentive 
to consumers to return the containers they 
purchase to our stores where they can then be 
re-used or recycled depending on the container 
type. In addition to accepting back containers, we 
also take back any and all packaging that these 
containers are sold with (including things like 
the cardboard cases or plastic shrink wrap they 
come in!).  

With ample return locations located conveniently 
across the province, and thanks to the millions 
of Ontarians who visit our stores, we continually 
recover most of the containers and their 
associated packaging annually.

BE GREEN AND PROMOTE REUSE
AND RECYCLING

Brewers that sell products in the Beer Store 
ensure that all of their containers are 100% 
recyclable and non-toxic – they also choose 
materials that have established secondary 
markets. Some of these containers, primarily 
glass beer bottles are refillable too!  Refillable 
bottles come in all sorts of shapes and sizes, 
with the most common being the “Industry 
Standard Bottle” ISB.  The iconic brown glass 
bottle is used by over a dozen brewers in the 
Ontario market which means that they can be 
shared among brewers for reuse allowing for a 
very efficient reuse network.  All refillable bottles 
are thoroughly inspected and sanitized before 
they are on their way to being filled with more 
tasty beer! Reusing a bottle means that less 
virgin glass is required to produce new products 
and saves energy in the process – certainly a win 
for the environment!

And what about the containers that cannot 
be refilled, not to worry those containers are 
recycled into new products. The Beer Store is 
proud that not only is all of the material we 
collect either sent for reuse or recycling, but 
those products sent for recycling are all sent to 
higher order recycling. You will find our recycled 
material being turned into things like plastic 
decking, new glass containers and even car trunk 
liners and fiberglass insulation.

BE GREEN WITH US
THE BEER STORE’S (BEER) PACKAGING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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This year, we have again expanded the number 
of stores participating in sustainable programs 
and initiatives. 

We upgraded the refrigeration systems in 31 of 
our stores. These new units are smaller more 
energy efficient meaning we significantly reduce 
or refrigeration related energy consumption 
while still delivering cold refreshing beer to 
our consumers.  We are continuing to run pilot 
projects where our refrigeration systems draw 
on external cooler air to help chill the system 
and regulate humidity. We also retrofitted an 
additional 10 locations with new LED lighting. 

A number of our locations continue to be 
powered by 100% green electricity thanks to our 
ongoing partnership with Bullfrog Power. Thanks 
to this partnership we are also able to engage 
our customers regarding green power – keep 

your eye out for the Bullfrog logo on a store near 
you!

As we continue to enhance our reuse and 
recycling program at the Beer Store, we continue 
to focus on creating a consumer friendly empty 
returns experience. Many of our new and 
renovated stores clearly identify the recycling 
area with an orange wall stripe containing 
sorting information and graphics including a 
large mural graphic on how to sort empties. This 
has helped improve efficiency and ultimately 
reduced contamination and waste from 
improper mixing of coloured glass and other 
materials.

This year we also ran a Be Green campaign over 
Earth Month, highlights include our Be Green 
poster and employee Be Green T-Shirts!

GETTING GREEN IN STORES
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*’Tonnes Sold’ reported at both the Beer Store and the LCBO is the packaging associated with the 
sale of beer only. “Tonnes Recovered” reflects all packaging returned to the Beer Store, including 
non-beer packaging.
**Figures in table may not add due to rounding.

BEING GREEN
• The Beer Store collects beer containers and secondary packaging on behalf of over 200 

producers that sell through our retail and wholesale systems (as of April 30th 2016)
• Many brewers choose to sell products in refillable beer bottles
• The Beer Store continued past trends and recovered more beer containers than it sold in 2015-

2016 thanks to our network of empties return locations
• The Beer Store’s deposit-return system for beer containers remains 100% industry driven and 

funded
• The Beer Store also collects and handles containers and packaging related to wine, spirit and 

cooler containers sold in Ontario – for more details keep reading our report!

Container Type
Beer Store 

Sales 
(units)

LCBO 
Sales 

(units)*

Returns 
(units)

System 
Recovery Rate 

(2015-2016)

System 
Recovery Rate 

(2014-2015)

All Glass Bottles (Refillable 
and Non-Refillable) 888,208,126 123,306,284 975,937,734 96.5% 97.3%

Refillable Bottles (Industry 
Standard Bottle (ISB) and 

Non-Standard)
765,570,200 76,733,058 820,937,926 97.5% 97.7%

Non-Refillable Bottles 122,637,926 46,573,226 154,999,808 91.6% 94.7%

Metal Cans 525,993,141 251,188,020 635,548,152 81.8% 81.9%

Kegs 1,338,672 - 1,359,773 101.6% 101.0%

Total (by Units) 1,415,539,939 374,494,304 1,612,845,659 90.1% 91.0%

Table 2 – Secondary Packaging

Packaging Type Beer Store 
(Tonnes Sold*) 

LCBO 
(Tonnes Sold*) 

Recovered 
(Tonnes) 2015-2016

Recovered 
(Tonnes) 2014-2015

Corrugated/
Boxboard 18,565 3,378 22,348 22,076

Metal 1,922 377 245 263

Plastic 550 142 763 729

Total** 21,037 3,897 23,355 23,068

*LCBO Sales for the period April 27th, 2015 – May 1st, 2016 of common product.

Table 1 - The Beer Store Container Sales and Recovery by Container Type
May 1st, 2015-April 30th, 2016 (with the exception of cans which cover the period of  

May 4th, 2015-May 1st, 2016)
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BEING GREEN IN ONTARIO 
The Beer Store, under contract to the Ontario 
government, began collecting and recycling 
empty wine, spirits and non-Beer Store listed 
beer containers in 2007.

The Ontario Deposit Return Program (ODRP) 
established refundable deposits of 10 and 20 
cents, on containers under 630ml and over 
630ml respectively, and on cans under 1L and 

over 1L respectively on all alcohol containers 
greater than 100ml sold at the LCBO, winery 
retail stores, distillery retail stores and brewery 
retail stores. The refundable deposit provides an 
incentive to consumers to return their alcohol 
containers to a Beer Store return location for 
a full deposit refund. And of course, the Beer 
Store accepts all secondary packaging back for 
recycling, associated with these products too!

THE ONTARIO DEPOSIT RETURN PROGRAM RESULTS

ODRP GOALS
The Government of Ontario had several 
goals when introducing the program:
• Ensure materials recycled are sent for 

higher order recycling
• Ensure at least 90% of recovered glass is 

diverted to higher end use (such as new 
bottles or fibreglass manufacturing)

• Increase recovery rates for wine & 
spirits containers

• Increase glass diversion from landfill 

BEING GREEN
• You can return all alcohol containers 

and associated packaging to the Beer 
Store (including cooler bottles, wine & 
spirits plastic and glass bottles, metal 
cans, bag-in-box, Tetra Pak and chill 
pack containers)!

• Because the ODRP and Beer Store 
program provide a reliable source of 
recycled glass, the average recycled 
glass content of the refillable ISB is 
estimated to be 70%.

• The Government of Ontario’s ODRP 
initiative is a great example of how the 
private sector can work with government 
to reach successful outcomes for the 
environment.

9
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ODRP Containers* Deposit 
Value ($)

Sales 
(Units)

Sales 
Distribution**

Sales by 
Material Type

Glass containers less than or equal 
to 630ml $0.10 80,338,560 18.7%

67.0%
Glass containers over 630ml $0.20 208,156,706 48.4%

Aluminum or steel cans less than or 
equal to 1L*** $0.10

100,949,327 23.5% 23.5%

Aluminum or steel cans over 1L*** $0.20

Tetra Pak (Polycoat) and Bag-in-Box 
less than or equal to 630ml $0.10 934,073 0.2%

2.5%
Tetra Pak (Polycoat) and Bag-in-Box 

greater than 630ml $0.20 9,699,502 2.3%

Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET 
or plastic) containers less than or 

equal to 630ml
$0.10 20,119,120 4.7%

7.1%

Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET or 
plastic) containers over 630ml $0.20 10,239,230 2.4%

TOTAL 430,436,518 100% 100%

* Containers larger than 100ml qualify for deposit return refunds under the program.
** Figures may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
*** Sales data for large and small cans are combined

Table 3 - ODRP Sales, Deposit Value by Container Type, and Market Share (2015-2016)
April 27th, 2015 - May 1st, 2016 (Note: Cans cover May 4th, 2015-May 1st, 2016)

* “Avoided GHG” and “Avoided Energy” coefficients for PET Recycling used for Mixed Plastic Figures
** Figures in table may not add to the total due to rounding.

Sales in Units Returns in Units Recovery Rate

Container 
Type

Small 
Containers

($0.10)

Large 
Containers

($0.20)

Small 
Containers

($0.10)

Large 
Containers

($0.20)

Small 
Containers 

(2016)

Small 
Containers 

(2015)

Large 
Containers 

(2016)

Large 
Containers 

(2015)

Combined 
2016 

Combined 
2015

Glass 80,338,560 208,156,706 59,130,859 181,842,712 74% 68% 87% 88% 84% 82%

PET 20,119,120 10,239,230 8,611,953 7,478,339 43% 42% 73% 73% 53% 53%

Tetra/BIB 934,073 9,699,502 84,716 2,691,794 9% 8% 28% 27% 26% 26%

Subtotal 101,391,753 228,095,438 67,827,528 192,012,845 67% 63% 84% 84% 79% 78%

Cans 100,949,327 81,960,564 81% 82%

Grand Total 430,436,518 341,800,937 79.4% 78.5%

Table 4 – ODRP Containers: Sales & Recovery
April 27th, 2015 - May 1st, 2016 (Note: Cans cover May 4th, 2015-May 1st, 2016)

2015-16 Glass 
Reuse

Clear 
Glass Bottle 

Recycling

Coloured 
Glass Bottle 

Recycling

Aluminum 
Recycling

Steel 
Recycling

PET 
Recycling

Mixed 
Plastic 

Recycling*

Total 
Diversion**

Beer Store Tonnes 
Diverted

200,058 16,758 33,286 9,920 245 - 954 261,219

ODRP Tonnes
 Diverted

- 41,329 68,899 1,288 - 1,058 - 112,574

TOTAL Tonnes 
Diverted

200,058 58,087 102,185 11,208 245 1,058 954 373,764

Avoided GHG 
Emissions 
(MTCO2E)

76,022 6,390 5,620 108,269 291 3,850 3,472 203,914

Avoided 
Energy 

Consumption (GJ)
1,360,392 97,586 111,381 979,131 3,085 90,221 81,382 2,723,179

Table 5: Beer Store and ODRP Landfill Diversion, Avoided GHG Emissions & Avoided Energy 
Consumption (2015-2016)1 2 

COMBINED, THE BEER STORE’S BEER CONTAINER PROGRAM 
AND THE ODRP:
• Avoided an estimated 203,914 tonnes of GHG emissions – that’s the 

equivalent of changing 7,228,430 incandescent bulbs to LEDs or taking 
43,073 cars off Ontario roads! 3 

• Avoided approximately 2,723,179 gigajoules of energy through reuse and 
recycling – that’s roughly the equivalent of 1,192,375 barrels of oil!4 

• Diverted almost 396,100TN of material – that’s a lot of diversion!5 

1 Source for avoided energy and emissions multipliers: Determination of the Impact of Waste Management activities on 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions: 2005 Update Final Report, ICF Consulting for Environment Canada & Natural Resources Canada, October 
2005 and GHG
2 Pollutant reductions associated with recycled versus virgin aluminum production and glass production from Weitz, Keith A. et 
al. 2003. Life-Cycle Inventory Data Sets for Materials Production of Aluminum, Glass, Paper, Plastic and Steel in North America. Report 
prepared by RTI International for the U.S. EPA, Office of Research and Development. EPA-600/Q-03-001. Research Triangle Park, NC.
3 http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/calculator.html#results

BEING GREEN TOGETHER

COMBINED ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS
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As environmental stewardship is a key pillar for the Beer Store, employee education on the various 
recycling programs is key to our success. In 2015-2016 we continued to educate our teams with 
recently refreshed training.  Employees continue to inspire each other with environmental efforts 
shared in events like our Earth Day Contest, and in how they choose to incorporate recycling and 
stewardship in their daily lives.

This year, we also focused on customer education with a number of refreshed and new educational 
posters encouraging people to return their empties. 

AWARDS
ALCOA RECYCLING’S TOP SUPPLIER ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR 2016
The Beer Store and our sister company received Alcoa’s Top Supplier Award in 2015 as a result of our 
efforts and dedication toward excellence in material quality, volume and service.

2016 RANDSTAD AWARD RECIPIENTS - MOST ATTRACTIVE EMPLOYER
The annual Randstad Award is presented each year to the most 
attractive employer in various countries throughout the world. 
The Beer Store once again, made the listing. The core values at 
the Beer Store, which include Environmental Leadership; Health 
& Safety; Social Responsibility; Integrity & Respect; Honesty; 
and Operational Excellence - are what contribute to the overall 
attractiveness of the company. 

BEER STORE TRUCK 
ADVERTISING 
Over the 2015-2016 year, an additional 20 Beer 
Store trailers were outfitted with The Beer Stores 
“Be Green” messaging. The messaging includes 
the “Green before Green was Cool”, “More empties 
returned means less in our landfills” and “Bring 
back your empty beer, wine and spirits containers” 
all aimed at increasing consumer awareness of The 
Beer Stores return program and ODRP.

IN STORE ADVERTISING
As we continue to raise consumer awareness of the returns program, we added several in store signs 
and banners to our locations.

• Winter 2016 Recycling Posters & Cart Signs 
• Spring 2016 Recycling Posters & Cart Signs
• April 2016 Earth Month Posters. Matching t-shirts were worn by employees throughout the month 

of April. 

THE BEER STORE PROMOTIONAL & 
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR 2015-2016
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SUMMARY OF LCBO ODRP 
PROMOTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES FOR 2015-2016
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RETAIL COMMUNICATIONS
A retail communications document is sent out every Friday to all staff and stores in Ontario. 
Included in this document is a message about empty beer and/or ODRP container matters. The 
communications cover many different recycling matters from week to week including proper 
handling and sorting of proprietary containers, “do’s and don’ts” of processing returns as well as 
what happens after the empties leave the stores.

SPONSORSHIPS
The Beer Store is a proud sponsor of The Recycling Council of Ontario.
We also sponsored a number of exciting events related to the environment in the past year 
including:

• The Commerce & Engineering Environmental Conference
• Several Conservation Council of Ontario Silent Partners Events
• Eco Art Fest Bronze Sponsorship 
• Annual Sponsorship of RCO Online

16

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
The Beer Store gets involved in the communities in which we operate and is pleased to support a 
number of great local and provincial initiatives. Some of these initiatives include:

RETURNS FOR LEUKEMIA BOTTLE DRIVE
Returns for Leukemia Bottle Drive is an annual fund-raiser held at nearly 450 Beer Store locations 
across the province. The Beer Store, in collaboration with the United Food & Commercial Workers 
Local 12R24 and the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society of Canada celebrated its 10th Annual bottle 
drive in 2015, raising $1,718,012.24!

LCBO continues to build on its successful support of the Ontario Deposit Return Program (ODRP) 
through multiple communication and marketing channels. The organization is leveraging the results 
of its positive initial advertising campaign that built consumer awareness and support for ODRP and 
has moved to a program of reinforcement that is cost-effective and primarily social media-based.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT:
LCBO’s annual online Environmental Sustainability Report continues to promote the Ontario Deposit 
Return Program.  
The online Environmental Sustainability Report details how LCBO has reduced energy consumption 
in its retail stores and other buildings, as well as technologies we have implemented to lessen the 
carbon footprint of our operations and other sustainability initiatives. 

RECYCLING ACROSS ONTARIO:
LCBO sales of wine, beer and spirits result in over 400 million containers every year. Through LCBO’s 
funding of the Ontario Deposit Return Program (ODRP) and municipal curbside Blue Box programs, 
they are ensuring that over 93 per cent of the bottles and cans generated are kept away from landfill 
and recycled. 
 
LCBO’s recycling efforts don’t stop there. The LCBO also recycles almost all of its cardboard, plastic 
shrink wrap, paper, defective alcohol, batteries and electronic waste. 
 
LCBO’s support of Blue Box programs also ensure that the vast majority of marketing and 
promotional materials produced, like Food & Drink magazine, are recycled across the province. 
 
Their comprehensive waste management program reflects a commitment to helping every 
community across the province reduce waste and ensure class-leading recycling. 

BAG IT BACK AND WWW.BAGITBACK.CA:
Since the program’s inception in 2007, more than 2.6 billion containers have been returned through 
the ODRP, which is equivalent to over 1 million tonnes of glass, plastic, aseptic, Bag-in-Box  and 
metal containers.  The return rate was approximately 80 per cent in 2015-16. 

The success of LCBO involvement in the ODRP program is reflected by about $52 million dollars 
refunded to customers for their deposits in 2015-16.

LCBO is encouraging its suppliers to source more environmentally sustainable packaging options 
such as lightweight glass to further reduce its environmental footprint. Almost all 750 mL wine 
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products sold by LCBO under $16 are packaged in 420 gram bottles and, since the spring of 2016, 
wine bottles in 1,000 mL and 1,500 mL sizes can’t exceed 550 grams and 700 grams, respectively. 

www.bagitback.ca  remains one of the communication tools for environmentally-motivated 
individuals and businesses interested in learning more about this program.  

During 2015-16, LCBO promoted www.bagitback.ca  and the ODRP in both English and French through 
signs in some 654 stores, including messages on sales receipts and point-of-sale terminal screens, 
in store audio messages read by staff, parking lot signs at store entrances and the LCBO public 
website as well as the organization’s employee intranet.  

Returning empties from Ontario wines, 
beers and spirits to the Beer Store supports 
our economy and reduces waste.

Collecting empty alcohol containers from your 
neighbours and returning them to the Beer 
Store is great for your community.

LCBO, working in partnership with the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of the Environment and Climate 
Change and the Beer Store, developed a social media campaign using Twitter and Facebook posts 
and infographics to encourage consumers to continue to contribute to the success of the Ontario 
Deposit Return Program (ODRP) by highlighting different entertaining styles, as well as the various 
environmental and financial benefits of returning empty alcohol containers.  A key target audience 
being younger adults and urban, multi-unit building residents, who may be less inclined to recycle 
their empty alcohol containers.

These social media posts also helped explain that recycling through the Blue Box program and the 
ODRP are not the same.  

Messages used in this social media campaign included the following:

For general consumers:

« Thanks Ontario residents!  You have kept more than two billion empty alcohol containers out of 
landfills by returning your empty containers to the Beer Store for recycling. »

« The Beer Store provides the most effective way to ensure the empty alcohol containers that you 
return are recycled into new bottles and higher-end products. »

« Returning your empty alcohol containers isn’t complicated, it’s an easy way to protect the 
environment, reduce waste and create jobs. »

« There are 780 locations, including 448 beer retail stores, in communities throughout Ontario that 
will accept your empty beer, wine and spirits containers and refund your deposit. »  

For younger aged consumers:

« Bringing back your empties to the Beer Store is a great way to a refund and protect the 
environment by reducing waste. »  

« Most beverage alcohol containers purchased in Ontario can be returned for a deposit refund 
including glass, Tetra pak, bag-in-box, plastic (PET), and cans.  Single container returns are welcome 
and encouraged. »  

« Taking back empties after Sunday Night Football is always a win, even if your team doesn’t.
Please recycle responsibly. »  

For apartment/condominium residents:  

« The best place for your empty alcohol containers is the Beer Store.  Returning your empties to the 
Beer Store reduces waste management costs for your building, creates jobs and helps protect the 
environment. »  

« 86 per cent of Ontarians of legal drinking age are within a five minute drive of a Beer Store outlet 
where they can redeem their alcohol containers for a deposit refund. »  

PROMOTING ODRP TO THE MEDIA

In 2015-16, province-wide LCBO news releases and the online media centre actively promoted the 
ODRP. The key phrase below reminds media and the Ontario public of the availability of the program 
that returns beverage alcohol containers to the recycling stream. 

«  Please bring a reusable bag when shopping at the LCBO and take your empty beverage alcohol 
containers (large and small glass bottles, PET plastic, Tetra Pak cartons, bag-in-box and cans) to The 

Beer Store for a full deposit refund. »  

SUMMARY OF JOINT TBS & LCBO ODRP 
PROMOTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES FOR 2015-2016



2019“PwC” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership.
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